Representing Migration Humanities Lab presents Works-in-Progress Showcase

Friday 2/2 in Perkins Library 218

10:00 am: Introduction & Poetry Reading: Packed Poems: Witnessing Migration
   Eva Hong, Jessica Covil, and Nicole Higgins

10:15: Introductory remarks
   Tsitsi Jaji and Charlotte Sussman

10:30 am: Language in the Borderlands Project
   Introduced by Dominika Baran
   Attyat Mayans – Caribbean Archives
   Dominika Baran – Linguistic Landscape

11:00 am: Visualizing Black Mobility in the Archive: The Blunt Family Papers
   Introduced by Jarvis McInnis
   Karen Little and Liddy Grantland

11:30 am: Accounts of Volunteering in Refugee Camps
   Introduced by Corina Stan
   Jared Junkin – A Firsthand Account of the Refugee Crisis in Italy and Greece
   Giacomo McCarthy – Experiences in Naher al-Bared and al-Baddawi Refugee Camps

12:15-1:15 pm: lunch break

1:15 pm: Flotsam and Jetsam Project
   Introduced by Charlotte Sussman
   Catherine Lee, Kimberley Dimitriadis and L.J. Cooper

1:45 pm: Migration Memorials Project
   Introduced by Charlotte Sussman
   Chris Huebner and Grant Glass

2:15 pm: Poetry Reading: Selections from women: migration: poetry
   Tsitsi Jaji

2:45 pm: Concluding Remarks

Reception to follow, 5-7, at King’s Daughters Inn

Co-Sponsored by InTransit